Focus On: Brief Writing
by David Mills

Writing the Holistic Brief:
Making It More Than the Sum of Its Parts

M

uch ink has been spilled to improve basic legal writing, particularly with good emphasis on clarity and
conciseness in crafting each section of a legal brief.
It seems to me that law students and new lawyers
are more and more cognizant of these “rules” for
good writing. But sometimes the big picture gets forgotten in its
individual parts. A compelling brief consists of more than just those
well-written sections; it is a holistic document that tells your client’s
story with a smooth flow, building persuasiveness from one section to
the next. How do we capture that persuasive flow for the judge? We
must continuously imagine what it is like for that busy judge to sit at
his or her desk and pick up your brief (among perhaps 20 others that
week) and assess your client’s story. Consider the following as you
prepare your next brief.

brief carefully and fully. A judge who has just read a synopsis of
everything in the first five pages is not going to be very interested in
reading it again (with some more details) 20 pages later.

Statement of the Issues
Noted legal-writing guru Bryan Garner has been among those who
have led the way to creating clearer issue statements that are often broken down into multi-sentence syllogisms. But don’t simply write these
issue statements as if there had been no introduction section. If you
have captured some critical facts or legal principles in that introduction, they can be more quickly referenced in the statement of issues.
Remember, the judge just saw them a few seconds ago; if you repeat
those points in full, the judge may tend to gloss over them. In this sense,
sometimes a one-sentence issue statement can still be quite effective.

Introduction

Statement of the Case

Many of us have learned that an introduction is a terrific section
to add at the front of your brief (even if the court’s rules do not specifically call for it), right after the table of contents and authorities.
But let me suggest that you not do what most lawyers do, which is to
write a three- to five-page summary of the argument. That’s too long,
and it’s also going to be repeated in the aptly named “Summary of
the Argument” after the fact section. A judge will tire reading these
points repeated a third time in the argument itself. Instead, capture
the entire essence of your case in less than a single page (yes, even
a double-spaced page). Use this place to put down what you would
say to the judge if you had just 30 seconds to explain your position.
You likely have one or two golden aspects of your case that favor your
side—put them here and don’t clutter them with other points (those
details are coming in just a few more pages). Remember, the judges
and their clerks are likely reading hundreds of pages of briefing that
same week—make it easy for them to engage in your case. True,
many lawyers believe that a longer introduction is better because it
is read when the judge is paying the most attention. My response:
I’d rather hit home a super-short introduction that still leaves some
work for the judge to do—that is, to read the rest of my (concise)

This section should contain only the basic procedural history.
Many lawyers make the mistake of being too detailed here—your
statement of facts follows this section, and you don’t want to be
repeating the same points. Indeed, a few years ago Judge Jeffrey
Sutton of the Sixth Circuit noted that this entire section has caused
redundancy in briefs and likely needs reconsideration.1 Thus, keep
this section as short as possible, briefly noting and citing to only those
procedural events helpful to understanding your brief.

Statement of the Facts
You’ve already hit the reader at the very beginning of your brief
with the heart of your case—now fill in the chronological story that
shows what makes the essence of your argument right. But don’t just
recite the facts. State them in a way that shows what your argument
will be while keeping them 100 percent factual (not conclusory).
An underused but powerful technique is to include those facts
that did not occur that may help your point. This may sound perplexing, but you’ll see what I mean. Suppose you represent a criminal
defendant named Smith, and your argument section will contend
that the trial judge did not sufficiently explain the basis for Smith’s
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sentence. You might say something like this, based on the facts you
have in the record:
The judge mentioned only Smith’s prior criminal history and
noted that he was a “bad guy” when sentencing him.
Instead of simply stating what occurred, think about those facts
that should have occurred. (Those are facts, too.) Thus, your fact
statement could add language such as that italicized here:

The judge mentioned only Smith’s prior record and noted that
he was a “bad guy” when sentencing him. There was no statement about Smith’s youthful age, no mention of Smith’s
charitable work, and no mention of Smith’s minor role in
the offense.
The same technique works in other contexts, such as commercial
disputes, where you wish to establish that the failure to take some
action supports your legal position.
The broader lesson here is that your fact section, if built with the
right sort of facts, will reveal your legal argument to the judge. What
better way to credibly tell your client’s story (again, with no exaggeration or overblown language) than by having the judge ascertain
your client’s legal argument through the objective facts of the case?

that will follow in the argument section. Don’t get too detailed, because
the reader is about to read the same thing again. It is annoying to read
the same thing again. It is tiresome to read the same basic point again.
People want to stop reading when they see the same thing. See? Can
you imagine if I repeated this point again in the next paragraph of this
article, especially if you had to read 50 more articles today? Ugh.

Argument
This critical section shows exactly why your client should prevail.
And the beauty of the approach I suggest here is that you will have

already set up this section through the previous sections—including
the facts that have positioned the reader to know what the argument
will be. Don’t lose sight of this—the argument section is not a new
starting point in the brief; it is a continuation of the story and flow you
have carefully put into place, one piece at a time. Now use a simple
structure to make airtight, logical points for each issue. I suggest the
following as a basic starting point (it can be varied) for the framework
of each issue: (1) Explain “how the world works” without discussing
your particular facts (i.e., explain what legal principles control the
issue generally); (2) consider whether illustrating a case enhances
the judge’s understanding of how the world works, if you will then
be able to tie that case to your specific facts; (3) with this legal landscape in place, explain how your facts sit on that landscape; and (4)
if necessary, explain the error in the counterarguments (or the lower
court’s contrary position)—this fits nicely at the end of this structure

Summary of Argument
Keep this short as well—it just quickly tracks the main arguments
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BRIEF continued from page 59
and will be easy to do because the judge already understands “how
the world works.” As you move on to other issues, remember what
the judge now knows—you may be able to rely on that knowledge to
make further arguments even more concise.

Conclusion
Keep this short and sweet, but also recognize the opportunity to
bring the brief full circle and quickly tie it back to the main essence
you established in the introduction. Scriptwriters employ this technique for blockbuster movies: tie the ending theme to the opening
scene. But keep it to just a few sentences, and end with your request
for exactly what the court should do (e.g., affirm, reverse, etc.). And
don’t tell the judges that they “must” do anything; just say that they

“should.” Your facts and flow will indicate to them whether they must
take the action you suggest.
By taking this holistic approach to the brief, you will continuously
be mindful of the judge’s view as he or she learns your client’s story,
one section at a time. That can blend the nice brushstrokes of your
work into a single masterpiece. 

Endnote
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